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Executive Summary 

The primary goal of this Road Trip was to promote coaching throughout the 5 districts where coaching structures 
had deteriorated and even disappeared.  It is clear from 6 centres visited, that the interest shown in receiving 
coaching and in being trained as a coach (coach development) is there (Error! Reference source not found.). 

Event 
NCB  
(Kby) 

SFS    
(Bfn) 

NFS   
(Beth) 

NFS 
(Kroon) 

NWB 
(Potch) 

SED 
(VdbijlP) 

Total 

Coaching 18 38 42 21 24 16 159 

C2C 
Coaches 4 3 3 2 12 3 27 

Interested 3 16 22 18 3 6 68 
Table 1 Numbers of members per event 

In addition to the above, a Level 1: Module 3 course was held in Kimberley, NCB for 7 of the Level 1: Module 2 
coaches (Level A) trained in 2016.  These coaches are busy with their post-course projects. 

Two SASCOC NCEAs (Cricket & Soccer NF Leads) visited the Potchefstroom Day to observe CH Dixie as part 
of the RPL requirement.  They will be submitting a report to SASCOC who will in turn inform Bowls SA of the 
result. 

After driving 2162 km and coaching, training and sharing with so many people from the 5 districts (4 provinces), 
we feel that this exercise has proven a worthwhile exercise with the following results: 

 A Lead person (not necessarily yet a coach) has been identified in each area – this person has agreed 
to work closely with the NSCC Liaison Coach for the District, in order to plan a coach-development 
programme for 2018 and the near future. 

 In some Districts, it is clear that NSCC will need to run more than one Level 1: Module 2 course in 2018, 
in order to meet the demand. 

 Only NCB has potential coaches to train as coach-developers (Train-the-Trainer) at this time.  These 
coaches should probably join the T-t-T being planned for JBA & BGN in 2018.  However, there are 
already trained facilitators in other neighbouring Districts who should be included in courses whenever 
they are available – the experience will also benefit these facilitators. 

 The collaborative requirements between Standing Committees at District and National Level was 
highlighted, with assistance provided regarding how to access assistance from NSCs, especially with 
regards to TO training & M&M support. 

The goal of show-casing & marketing coaching & coach-development has clearly been met successfully. 

Strategic Priority: Knowledgeable Support Personnel 

1 Goals 

As stated in approved Project Proposal: 
1. NCB – Complete Level 1 course for interested Level A+ coaches 

2. NCB, SFS, NFS (x2), NWB, SED – Host a Coaches’ Afternoon (CPD event) for coaches and members 
interested in coaching, in each area, in that order 

3. NCB, SFS, NFS (x2), NWB, SED – Run a Coaching Clinic for interested players, in each area, in that order 

4. NCB, SFS, NWB, SED – Attempt to inspire some coaches in each district to put their names forward to their 
District Executives, for serving on their Districts’ SCC – thus establishing a coaching structure in each of 
these districts 

5. NFS – As in 4 above, but NFS has a small SCC – for this district, we need to inspire other coaches to put 
their names forward in order to provide support and assistance to the current members, as well as ensuring 
that all 3 NFS sub-districts are being built up in terms of coaching and coach-developer opportunities. 

2 Itinerary 

The itinerary shown in Table 2 starts with the NSCC Meeting, includes the Namibia Trip and shows the Road 
Trip – Dix spent nearly 3 weeks away from home, with huge thanks to local coach N Collicci who house-sat at 
no charge.  The events were planned very tightly to ensure minimum use of time with maximum impact. 
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Table 2 – November NSCC Itinerary 

3 Events 

There were 3 types of events on the Road Trip – each will be handled as a separate item.   

3.1 NCB Level 1: Module 3 Course 
The 1st pilot of the Level 1: Module 2 course (New Player Coach) was run in NCB in December 2016, with 26 
NCB candidates, of whom 23 qualified.  During this course, it was clear that many had applied in order to receive 
coaching, rather than being motivated to become coaches.  In 2017, the pilot for the Level 1: Module 3 course 
(Club Coach) was offered to the group of 23.  8 applied for the Module 3 course – 1 could not attend at the last 
minute due to illness in the family.  Meisie Croucamp, the only qualified Level 1 Coach in NCB assisted SvN & 
CHD on the green, with CHD handling all the inside facilitation.  The 2 days were very productive, with all 7 
candidates coping well.  Their post-course projects will be submitted on line for SVN and CHD to evaluate in 
order to determine qualification. 

4 of the candidates were identified as potential candidates for the Train-the-Trainer next year, along with Meisie.  
Should these be prepared to undertake the required obligations, it will be the start of building independence for 
NCB in terms of coach-development within the District & a DSCC with substance. 

3.2 Coaching of Players Sessions 
The initial idea of running the usual 09:00 – 16:30 Coach-to-Coach Days was changed in order to accommodate 
working members who would find it difficult to take the entire day off – we hoped that it would be easier for them 
to take just the afternoon off.  This is why we decided to offer the 2-hour coaching sessions each morning, with 
the goal of marketing what coaches could do for players, by actually helping some of the local players who may 
be interested and available. 

We were overwhelmed by how hungry the players in all 5 districts were for coaching!  As can be seen in Table 
1 above, it was almost an impossible task to provide for individual needs.  However, we made sure that each 
person who took the trouble to attend these 2-hour sessions received some individual attention.   

We made it very clear from the start, that i) we could not attend to individual needs because of the group sizes 
and ii) that any intervention we worked on, would need to be taken home and practised through goal-oriented 
training, for any long-term difference to be made!  We asked the groups for a list of concepts that they wanted 
information about – the lists provided by each group are provided in the top row of Table 4 in Appendix A.   

The following items were addressed at every coaching session, with minor adjustments to suit what the 
players requested. 

1) Concept of Delivery-Routine with guided practise in the start & ending sections of the routine – grip-
routine, see the line, walk the line (body down line NOT toes!)… play as usual … finish down the line – 
emphasis on alignment; length related to speed of arm only; PoA on delivery-line level with jack; 
making everything a HABIT (routine) – used interactive demonstration, large felt mat (lines, angles, use 
of mat & PoA) & applied practise (after brief warm-up with explanations) with individual coaching (albeit 
very short time spent on each player) 

2) How to Focus using Delivery-Routine (PST to develop BMT) – explained how to use routine to narrow 
focus (i) focus on task – narrows slightly; ii) See the line – focus narrows to channel; iii) focus on PoA 
for delivery-movements – cuts out distractions & develops consistency; having ‘Basics’ to ‘Go Back to’ 

3) Shared info on where to find the set of goal-oriented skills training exercises 
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4) Emphasis placed on using the coaches they do have to hone lessons of the day and to 
take care of future needs 

The items in green were handled fairly thoroughly, the items in orange were handled superficially and the items 
in red were not handled at all, but where to find information was provided (see 2nd row of Table 4, page 6). 

In addition to the actual coaching, we indicated that players should be making use of the coaches that do exist 
in all the districts, in order to gain help in improving their performances, no matter at what level they want to play 
– tabs-in social bowls to high-performance. 

All attendees for whom we have email addresses (see Appendix C) have received a wrap-up email from Dix, 
with each Liaison Coach tasked to continue the follow-up in order to effectively build coaching-related events for 
their District’s players in 2018.  We also indicated that their NSCC Liaison Coach would be more than happy to 
run a series of Coaching Clinics throughout their Districts, should the District make the request through 
appropriate channels.  Most of the Districts seemed to be unaware that such requests could be made, which 
shows how much the coaching structures have disintegrated over the past few years! 

3.3 Coach-2-Coach Refresher & Information Sessions 
Normally, only qualified Coaches are invited to these days run by NSCC Liaison Coaches.  However, after a 
successful pilot event in Boland, where coaches and members interested in becoming coaches were invited, it 
was decided to broaden the invitation for the C2C session to all members in each District / Sub-District.  As can 
be seen from the numbers in Table 1, the number of members attending the C2C sessions attracted over 50 
members, most of whom showed a real interest to become a coach as soon as a course can be arranged! 

We covered 3 items in each session, to ensure CPD status: 

1) The Roles, Responsibilities & Ethics of a Coach (mind-mapping & interactive discussions) – Youth 
Coaching (police-clearances & involvement of teachers) & TUE (Drug-free Sport) came up in all 6 
sessions. 

2) The Clinic Technique Delivery-Routine & how to apply this to the Natural Movements of the player 
(demonstration of the middle part, building on the start and ending parts handled in the morning coaching 
sessions, which the majority had attended; practical application on the green) 

3) The Technical Adjustment Process (fault analysis & correction) with special emphasis on i) the 
Observation Routine, ii) Analysis to find the CAUSE of symptoms and iii) Correction Process – what (1 
cause at a time), how (method & time), approach of coach to players (discussion & practical application 
on the green). 

At every session, a lot of negativity needed to be counteracted.  The bottom-line was to persuade coaches of 
the following: 

4) Don’t be ‘wall-flowers’ waiting for opportunities – make your own; talk / sell / market coaching 

5) Don’t bang your head against brick wall; turn and find a way around the wall – e.g. work with HUNGRY 
players; find HOW weaknesses & threats can be turned into opportunities & strengths 

Many other topics were handled on the fly, as they came up, in each session.  Only at one session (NCB) did 
we handle the final pre-prepared segment of CASA (SASCOC compliance).  All areas needed to work towards 
building a strong Coaching Structure.  Time was spent on this at the end of every session, to work with the area 
to find solutions for their needs and a Driver with whom the NSCC Liaison Coach could work, to get these plans 
off the ground. 

A substantial amount of time was spent dealing with Problems / Issues / Questions from each group.  All the 

items raised (see 1st & 3rd rows of Table 5, pages 7 & 8, in Appendix B) were discussed (see 2nd & 4th rows of 

Table 5) – some at length, some at a more superficial level.  Those items marked in red are problem items that 

need interventions in the follow-up of these sessions.   

All attendees for whom we have email addresses (see Appendix C) have received a wrap-up email from Dix, 
with each Liaison Coach tasked to continue the follow-up in order to effectively build coaching-related events for 
their District’s players in 2018.   

3.4 Evaluation & Reflection 
[Dix] Now that NSCC has made contact with all the districts, future organisation of NSCC events within each 
area should go a bit smoother – Susanna struggled to make all the arrangements and get the events off the 
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ground, with one of the events only really taking shape less than 2 weeks before we left to start 
the trip and another district changing their minds about what they wanted us to do after we had started the trip!   

We were thanked for our efforts repeatedly throughout the trip, with references being made, especially by the 
ExCo members, of how they can now counteract their members’ objections towards paying Bowls SA affiliation 
fees – “they always ask what Bowls SA does for them … now we can tell them!”  Players are hungry for coaching 
in all the areas and members need coach-development courses urgently.  Coaches who qualified prior to 2012 
should be encouraged to attend L1 courses as refreshers in order to get properly up to date with current methods 
and knowledge-levels, with L2 & L3 coaches attending both L1 & L2 courses as refreshers.  We encountered 
no L3 coaches who actually work at HP level! 

Our hosts went to a lot of trouble to make sure that our events ran smoothly and that all our requirements were 
met.  We had ExCo support at all the events, with the SFS District President being the only one not making an 
appearance – SED had their President plus 5 of their ExCo attending. 

The main changes required is the Registration Process, which needs stream-lining for accuracy & time-efficiency 
and lists should be photographed at each venue to ensure no loss of data.  Also, should another such trip be 
undertaken, the facilitation tasks need to be shared; by the last day, my brain was still functioning but I struggled 
with generating enough energy to articulate my thoughts and ‘sell’ the coaching ideas.  Otherwise, I think the 
sessions went well, with the time available put to maximum use and our goals being met to the extent for which 
each area is currently capable.   

[SvN] Die "Road Trip"  was baie waardevol,  omdat dit BSA se betrokkenheid by die verskillende Distrikte 
beklemtoon het.  Persoonlike kontak kon maak met spelers en huidige afrigters.  Die wanbegrip i.v.m  spelers 
se afiliasie fooie uit die weg kon ruim.  Die geweldige behoefte aan korrekte afrigting uitgewys. Die feit dat die 
"Road Trip" gedurende die week plaasgevind het, het waarskynlik jonger werkende spelers uitgesluit.  Ouer 
spelers wat aan verkeerde tegnieke gewoond geraak het, is teesinnig om te verander.  Probleme in Distrikte is 
uitgewys. 

 [AvR] As this was my first visit to another district, the example of how to handle these matters was very good. 
Thank you for the experience and confidence building. 

4 Outcomes 

1) 159 players coached 
2) 27 coaches ‘refreshed’ with their data already entered into the Membership database 
3) 68 potential coaches attended the C2C, for whom coach-development courses need to be arranged 
4) A Driver was found for each District / Sub-District (Table 3) – Liaison Coaches should note that should any 

form of DSCC exist in the District, the Convenor should be CC’d, along with the District President & 
Secretary, whose contact details can be found on the Bowls SA District lists: 

District / 
Sub-District 

Name Surname Mobile Email 

NCB (SvN) 
(CC DSCC Convenor) 

Meisie 
Manda 

Croucamp 
Schoon 

072 456 3950 
082 338 1330 

meisiecroucamp@yahoo.com 
jmschoon@megadial.com  

SFS (SvN) 
(District ExCo) 

Roger Griffen 083 306 4877 rogericecoolz@gmail.com 

NFS (Riemland) (SvN) 
(both Sub-D Exco) 

Louis 
Loffie 

Nel 
Cronje 

072 085 5498 
? 

louisnel.3010@gmail.com 
                  ? 

NFS (DSCC) (SvN) 
(DSCC Convenor) 

Riekie 
Faan 

Broodryk 
Stofberg 

084 565 2096 
082 677 9082 

jbroodryk@telkomsa.net 
foxalice173@gmail.com  

NWB (AvR) 
(CC DSCC Convenor) 

Herman 
Ronnie 

Earle 
Palmer 

084 645 2992 
083 640 6458 

jearle@anglogoldashanti.com 
ronniepalmer777@gmail.com 

SED (BPS) 
(District ExCo) 

Terrance Balfour 082 940 2204 tmb56@mweb.co.za 

Table 3 – Drivers with whom NSCC Liaison Coaches need to Follow-up 

5) NSCC Liaison Coaches to liaise with Drivers in order to establish a comprehensive schedule for coach-
developer events urgently needed in these Districts, starting with multiple Level 1: Module 2 courses as 
required, with the possibility of Level 1: Module 3 courses 6 – 8 months later. 

6) NSCC Liaison Coaches to liaise with Drivers regarding the need for a series of Coaching Clinics in each 
area. 

mailto:meisiecroucamp@yahoo.com
mailto:jmschoon@megadial.com
mailto:rogericecoolz@gmail.com
mailto:louisnel.3010@gmail.com
mailto:jbroodryk@telkomsa.net
mailto:foxalice173@gmail.com
mailto:jearle@anglogoldashanti.com
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7) NSCC Liaison Coaches to CC the Bowls SA ExCo Liaison Member, District President, 
District Secretary and, where applicable, the DSCC Convenor in all correspondence 

8) Promotion of NSCs M&M, TO, Greens & Disability was done at most C2C sessions, in the spirit of 
collaboration, with encouragement to contact their liaison member to assist and / or provide support for 
District endeavours in both domains.  SFS & NFS have already reached out to Jacques Swanepoel (M&M); 
NFS have already had a TO problem sorted (Trevor & Charles). 

9) NCB & NFS have the capacity to handle Z-Squad assessments, but SFS may need some additional help & 
SED definitely needs help as these districts lack capacity.  SED will only schedule Z-Squad events in 2019 
as their calendar was already published prior to the request for 2018 dates going out. 

10) 2 Problems arose with regards to TO Training: 
o NFS – Their only Level 3 TO had informed the ExCo that only he could run TO courses, but as his 

availability to the other sub-districts is limited, ExCo wanted to know if this was true and what were the 
reasons that their Level 2 TOs in the other sub-districts could not run a course.  NSCC ExCo Liaison was 
approached by NFS President and we believe that this issue has been resolved thanks to NSC TO 
Liaison, Charles Levy. 

o SED – They indicated that they had had a pile of correspondence with Dirk Malomgre, their NSCTO 
Liaison, but had no joy in trying to get TO training off the ground due to Dirk’s availability and timing.  The 
recommendation is that NSCTO appoint someone from a neighbouring District to assist Sedibeng in 
running their required courses, at a time convenient to both the trainees and the trainer. 

11) An additional bonus is that SASCOC sent 2 NCEAs to do CHD’s Coach-Developer Field Observation which 
is part of the RPL process (report of the outcome not yet received) – Anton Ferreira from Cricket SA seemed 
to be particularly enthusiastic about Bowls by the end of the day!  CHD still needs to do an additional Field 
Observation for the Coach designation and TPD is busy getting both his Field Observations organised.  After 
that, the outstanding items for completion are the NCEA-Panel viva’s and the required Coach-Developer 
short-courses. 

5 Budget & Spending 

Due to sound financial planning, self-catering, taking the time to find relatively cheap accommodation and 
Susanna’s sisters providing accommodation in Bloemfontein (1 x 2 nights) and on the way to Kroonstad from 
Bethlehem (2 x 1 night), we came in well under budget (Figure 1).  It should be noted that future travellers may 
prefer not to self-cater and have no convenient relatives handy.  The budget was drawn up to cater for more 
nights at paid accommodation and more meals out – therefore future considerations of such projects should 
allow for this type of budget rather than reduction of a future budget based on the costs of this trip.  

 

Figure 1 – Financial Summary of Road Trip Expenditure & Budget 

6 Conclusion 

Thanks to the foresight of the Bowls SA Executive Committee, we were able to crack open the door with regards 
coaching and coach-development in 4 of the Districts visited (NCB, SFS, NWB & SED) and show support to the 
fragile NFS SCC in the 5th.  All the way through, members of the District & Sub-District ExCo’s either attended 
all day or visited to show support.  Now that we have Drivers in all 5 Districts, it will be up to the NSCC Liaison 
Coaches to capitalise on this crack in order to kick the door wide open over the next 2 years and help to build a 
strong structure in their Districts. 
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Appendix A – Expectations for Coaching of Players 

Table 4 – Expectations from Player-Coaching Sessions 

NCB SFS NFS (Bethlehem) NFS (Kroonstad) NWB SED 

 How to practise 

 Delivery: method, line, 
BMT (PST), line & adj, 
weight adjustment 

 Tactical skills 

 Bowls sizing 

 Delivery: Grip; Feet 
on mat; Pendulum; 
Rhythm; Focus, 
length 

 Line: find it; make 
small adjustments; 
using anti-bias; 
using the mat 

 Bowls Size 

 Different shots: 
Jack; Draw; Attack; 
Drive 

 Positional 
responsibilities; 
Etiquette 

 Preparation 

 Identify faults 

 Delivery: method; 
PoA; feet on mat, 
BMT (PST) 

 Weight Control; 
position of Mat 

 Goal Oriented 
Training 

 Etiquette 

 Building a head 

 Bowling 
publications 

 Delivery-Routine; 
Handling 
Distractions; 
Getting rid of Bad 
Habits; Develop 
Consistency 

 Jack Delivery 

 Weight Control 

 Determine the 
Delivery-Line 

(list unfortunately lost – 
below indicated from 
memory) 

 Delivery issues: 
method, line adj, 
PoA, line & mat-
movement 

 Training 

12) Delivery 
problems: stop 
hooking, stance, 
delivery, step, PoA, 
Length adjustment, 
consistency 

13) Attacking shots 

14) Building 
confidence 

 Demonstrated & 
practised Jack-grip and 
aligned start & end of 
Delivery-Routine & and 
how straighten properly 

 Brief discussion on how 
to set up tactical skills 
training, with reference 
to Draw 99 & Attack 99 
exercises 

 All used appropriate 
method to check their 
own bowls’ size – 
smaller bowls were 
borrowed from others to 
use in the practical part 

 Demonstrated & 
practised use of 
various skills 
exercises to do 
goal-oriented 
training, using a 6-
rink mini-circuit of 
various drawing 
and controlled-
attacking shots 

 Brief discussions 
with visual aids on 
various topics to 
wrap-up 

 Demonstrated 
appropriate method 
to check bowls size  

 Brief discussions 
with visual aids on 
various topics to 
wrap-up 

 Demonstrated & 
practised Jack-grip 
and aligned start & 
end of Delivery-
Routine & and how 
straighten properly 

 Basic principles of 
determining line for 
a variety of shots; 
how to use the mat 
with same PoA for 
slight line 
adjustments (in a 
variety of 
situations)  

 Basic principles of 
determining line for 
a variety of shots; 
demonstration & 
practise in how to 
use the mat with 
same PoA for slight 
line adjustments (in 
a variety of 
situations) 

 Brief discussions 
with visual aids on 
various other topics 
to wrap-up 

(See * below) 

15) Brief discussion 
on how most 
attacking shots are 
merely drawing to an 
alternate place on 
the rink; practised 
effective drive 
technique 

16) Using a 
consistent, aligned 
delivery-routine with 
training will build 
confidence 
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Appendix B – Problems / Issues / Questions during C2C Sessions 

Table 5 – Problems / Issues / Questions raised at C2C Sessions 

NCB SFS NFS (Bethlehem) 

 Disability – minor & major 

 Z-Squad – how & who 

 Coach-training vs Experience 

 Fixing Faults 

 Ethics of Coaching & 
recruitment of Coaches 

 Progress Measurements 

 Marketing (Jacques 
Swanepoel) 

 Need for DSCC & trained 
facilitators 

 Bowls Sizing 

 Handling Conditions: wet, 
wind, lightening 

 Importance of Stretching: 
social / competitive players 

 Delivery: Breathing; 
Consistency, line 

 How old do children have to 
be to start? 

 Time in one position? 

 Expiry date of players? 

 How to approach a player 
who clearly needs help? 

 Quasi-‘coaches’ 

 No coaches 

 Players think they are good 
enough without training / 
coaching 

 Know-all players who know 
all the answers 

(dealt with slightly differently to 
other sessions as they had 
minimum items for the list – 
focussed interactive discussions 
allowed many more 
problems/issues/concerns to 
come up) 

 Marketing discussion 
handled by Jacques 
Swanepoel from NSC M&M 

 Recruiting ordinary and top 
players to coaching: people-
oriented; of good moral 
standing 

 Various types of 
assessments discussed 

 Possibly 5 candidates for 
next T-t-T recruited, with 
possible representatives from 
all 3 sub-districts 

 Appropriate technique for 
bowls-sizing demonstrated 

 If one can hold a bowl and 
have fun, there is no too 
young or too old 

 New players should establish 
their drawing skills before 
attempting other shots; 
positional changes should 
occur based on expertise 
and personal characteristics 
rather than time played; 
brand new players could start 
at 2nd for a few games to take 
the pressure off (skip only 
calls them to draw) then 
spend time at Lead 

 Handling wet (don’t dry bowl; 
use wax-based grip 
substance on figure tips), 
windy (ignore gusts; play 
your line) & lightening 
conditions (install metres with 
siren & apply the law) 

 M&M: Encouraged 
collaboration through their 
NSC M&M Liaison Jacques 
Swanepoel; heard about an 
interesting innovation to 
replace leagues with a 
system based on Cricket’s 
IPL, show casing the game 
while bringing in major 
sponsorships and corporate 
involvement 

WHY? [problem cause] 

 Minimum Coaches available 

 Players think they are good 
enough & know all the 
answers through 
IGNORANCE as well as 
arrogance 

 ExCos are ignorant of what 
Coaches can offer 

 Not enough people-oriented 
respected top players 
becoming coaches 

WHAT? [to do] 

 Educate ExCo: Add 
compulsory coaching to 
welcome letter; Teach 
members to work through the 
coach 

 Show them: Coaching Clinics 
in Area by local Coaches 
once a month; Follow up with 
individual appointments 

 Talk / Sell / Market 

HOW? [processes] 

 1st Train coaches from all 
clubs 

 Club agreement to no 
application form & no tabs-in 
until signed off by coach 

 Regularly educate members 
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NFS (Kroonstad) NWB SED 

 New players straight into 
tabs-in – no coaching / 
multiple ‘coaches’; no access 
to coaches; do not learn 
etiquette & laws 

 Existing members: no 
etiquette; bad habits; no 
knowledge of laws; etc. 

 Lack of support from: club 
members; club ExCo; District 
ExCo 

 Finances: clubs have <20 
pensioner-members; lack of 
& limits opportunities 

 How to grow members 
through coaching & M&M; 
development bowls 

 Local L3 TO told ExCo that 
only he is allowed to run TO 
courses but as he is in 
Goudvelde, his availability to 
Visrivier & Riemland is 
limited 

(list unfortunately lost – below 
indicated from memory with the 
knowledge that many more 
issues were discussed ) 

 How soon should new 
players be rolling bowls; play 
tabs-in? 

 How does a player know 
when they need a coach? 

 Disability coaching 

 Coach-development 

 Frustration 

 Multiple ‘Coaches’ – how to 
stop them 

 Coaching: Pedantically Own 
methods / technique with no 
Sports Science Foundation 

 Assessments: All levels; 
Correlation to play 

 TO Training: No date, No 
help; No answer; Given the 
run-around 

 Debated the benefits & 
disadvantages of prior 
coaching of new-players to 
both the players and Club – 
while reality dictates feet on 
the green ASAP, this is 
actually doing a dis-service 
to the player, leading to poor 
etiquette & members with no 
knowledge of the laws! – 
can’t have it both ways, but 
lack of coaching availability 
inhibits this 

 Membership growth to aid 
financing: getting the score-
card right (e.g. through 
registered youth & business 
league players) in order to 
access provincial & municipal 
capacity-building funding; 
collaboration with M&M, with 
assistance from NSC M&M 
(Jacques Swanepoel) 

 Local TO problem referred to 
NSCC ExCo Liaison for 
sorting out with NSC TO 
ExCo Liaison 

 New player coaching: 
discussed NP Lesson plan - 
problem is that the majority 
of coaches qualified long ago 
and are not following the 
recommended lesson plan; 
far too much jaw-jaw & not 
enough facilitated 
experience; do not apply CT 
to natural movements of 
players – most need to 
attend a Level 1 course as a 
refresher! 

 HP players need to be 
individually linked to 
effectively trained HP 
coaches in the area 

 Major resistance to police-
clearance handled 

 How disability coaching 
differs and is very similar to 
coaching able-bodied players 
(AvR) 

 Without currently qualified 
coaches, there is not much 
that can be done – must run 
coach-developer courses 
ASAP to get coaches at least 
up to Club Coach Level. 

 Assessments need to be 
interspersed with goal-
oriented skills training to 
ensure correlation to play 
through game-notation – but 
as calendar published mid-
August, no 2018 dates for Z-
Squad; plan to get going in 
2019 – try to assist SED by 
running one event in 2018 on 
an agreed-upon date. 

 TO problem to be reported – 
possibly identify an alternate 
TO Trainer from a 
neighbouring District 
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Appendix C – Registration Information from Each Event 

Table 6 – NCB – KEY BC 
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Table 7 – SFS – Bloemfontein Military BC 
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Table 8 – NFS (Riemland) – Bethlehem CC 
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Table 9 – NFS (Goudvelde & Visrivier) – Kroonstad BC 
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Table 10 – NWB – Potchefstroom CC 
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Table 11 – SED – Vanderbijlpark Town BC 
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Appendix D – Illustrated Journal Extracted from Forum 48 (2017 November) 

Road-Trip through Mid-RSA 

2 Old-Ducks in a Rental 

Kickin’ butt & takin’ names 

It started in May with the planning of a week-end trip 
to Kimberley to complete the 2nd half of the Level 1 
course – the Club Coach part of the training.  The 1st 
half – New-Player Coach part of the training was 
done in December 2016, one could say that it started 
with Trevor Davis’s meeting with NCB in November 
2016, where the ball actually started rolling!  As the 
coaching support structures of our northern, western 
districts (with the exception of NFS) have been in a 
state of disarray for a while, we figured that it would 
be a good idea to visit them to try to re-establish 
what has been lost, especially as the liaison coach 
for NCB (Susanna) is also the liaison coach for SFS 
& NFS. 

Then Namibia Bowls contacted us and we arranged 
to run a Level 1 course for them and train some of 
their coaches as facilitators, to handle their basic 
coach-development in the future.  Suddenly the 
appointment-book became chock-a-block!!!  Here is 
the Susanna’s travel journal with the odd story 
added by Dix … 

30/10: All of NSCC fly to JHB for the 1st meeting of 
the new committee – while the old stalwarts 
(Graham & Jill) missed, it was great to welcome the 
three newbies (Annatjie, Elna & Brian Smith), bring 
them up to speed and hear fresh ideas for our work 
in supporting & training coaches & players around 
the region. 

31/10: Meeting concludes and all except Dix & 
Trevor fly home.  The 2 remaining work on Level 3 
assessment criteria (1st time both were available 
together in months!) 

1/11: Dix flies to Namibia with a HUGE suitcase of 
course resources & a box of Lawn Bowls Coaching 
books.  Trevor visits the SVL Small Bowls Project to 
manage various aspects and check that all is still on 
track, then flies home. 

2-5/11: Level 1 & on-the-job T-t-T courses in 
Windhoek at Eros 
BC.  Marvellous 
home-hosting by 
Jenny Gardiner.  
Trained 6 new 
coaches and 4 
new facilitators 
(all of the latter 
also serve on the NBA ExCo) who did very well, 
really pulling their weight in the Level 1 course – 

Sandy Joubert (President), Lesley Vermeulen 
(Secretary), Jenny (PRO) & Dave Gibbons 
(Development). 

6/11: Dix flies home & picks up final scripts for 

marking (day-job! 😜). 

7-8/11: Dix marks madly and both prepare for Road 
Trip.  Dix juggles driving 2 cars picking up rental, with 
help from fellow-coach Nadine. 

9/11: The trip begins.  Dix ry met 'n 
gehuurde motor van Port Elizabeth 

en tel 
Susanna 

by 
George 

Lughawe 
op.  Ons 

ry via Oudtshoorn via Meiringspoort 
na Beaufort-Wes waar ons by Magda Hoon, 'n Vlak 
2 Afrigter van Eden Rolbal, stop vir lafenis. [stopped 
for refreshments in Beaufort-West after a lovely 
meander in Meiringspoort] 

Ons ry verder deur 'n baie droee Karoo en Noord 
Kaap, via VictoriaWes na Kimberley. [sadly still a 
very dry drive through the Northern Cape, but slightly 
less dry than 2016 when the veld was black – with 
Susanna reiterating regularly – ‘dis MY land’ – ‘this 
is MY country’, as she spent most of her life in the 
Free State & Northern Cape] 

10/11: Die Afrigtings 
kliniek by KEW BC 
word deur 18 
spelers bygewoon.  
Die President van 
KEW BC, Mark 
Oats, het ons baie 
vriendelik ontvang; hy is in die ware sin van die 
woord "Chief, Cook, & Bottle Washer". Hy kan alles 
doen en speel goeie rolbal. [18 players for coaching 
and 7 for C2C Day – 3 potential coaches recruited]  

Die driewiel fiets wat by 
die baan staan [replica of 
real one used] is deur 
Kingsley Carlstein [owner 
of KEW] gemaak en 'n 
vriend van hom het met 
die fiets na Oudtshoorn 
en terug gery [in the 
1930s]. Dit word met pedale aangedryf, maar het 
ook 'n mas vir ‘n seil as die wind waai!  
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11-12/11: [Level 1 
course for 7 Level 
A+ coaches, with 
daily presidental 
support!]  Pres. Ivan 
Botha [3rd from left 
at the back] besoek 
ons elke dag.  
Afrigter Meisie Croucamp help met die Kursus.  
Vertrek na Bloemfontein. 

13/11: 38 Spelers by 
Bloemfontein 
Military Rolbalklub 
vir Afrigting.  Eben, 
Riaan, Wouter en 
Roger Griffin is baie 
behulpsaam. [38 
players for coaching 
in the morning, 
assisted by 2 local coaches].  19 Afrigters woon C2C 
dag by [16 potential new recruits to coaching!].  
Tydens die middag sessie is daar 3 veerpyltjie 
spelers wat hulle nie aan ons steur nie en rustig 
aangaan met hulle spel. [In their defence, the darts 
players were practising quietly for their competition 
on the Friday, and with our agreement! (Would that 
Bowls players would train so diligently!!)  Thank you 
Roger for agreeing to be our lead person for 
coaching in SFS!! – our first ‘name’ ] 

14/11: Ons vertrek 
05:30 na Bethlehem, 
rustig op 'n heerlike stil 
en goeie pad na die 
pragtige OosVrystaat 
[beautifully illustrated 
by a local quilter – 
accidently left behind 
after their previous 
meeting in our venue!]  42 Spelers daag op vir die 
Afrigtingsessie, wat hulle baie geniet.  Eks NFS 
President Skippie Scheepers is ook daar om ons 
almal te verwelkom en aan te moedig.  Ons word 
behoorlike getrakteer op die heerlikste eetgoed.  
Gillian du Preez en Gallie Geyser julle is voorwaar 
sterre om binne 'n kort tydjie alles so perfek te reel. 

[2 weeks before departure, we were planning an ‘off’ 
day to recuperate as we had no names for 
Bethlehem – but NOOO, within a week we had a list 
of over 40 names!!!  Well done Riemland!!  

 

25 members, including 2 from Riemland’s 
ExCo, attended the C2C session in the 
afternoon, where we have hopefully 
recruited a few more potential coaches 
AND collected another ‘name’ – thank 
you Louis for agreeing to be the driver for 
Riemland’s Coaches!] 

Ons vertrek na 'n heerlike tipiese 
Vrystaatse Donderstorm na Hennenman 
waar ons oornag.  Die pad tussen Senekal en 
Hennenman is meer gat as pad en "POTHOLES" is 
die enigste padtekens. [Lots of potholes between 
Senekal & Hennenman, our overnight stop where 
we were royally looked after by Susanna’s sister, 
and from Hennenman to Kroonstad – especially in a 
thunderstorm in twilight!] 

15/11: By Kroonstad Rolbalklub word ons ewe eens 
vriendelik ontvang.  21 Spelers daag op vir afrigting.  
Pres. Christo Fourie [middle in back row] is ook daar 
en ons word hartlik verwelkom. 

 

20 Spelers woon die C2C sessie by.  [Wonderful to 
have Presidential support from NFS, along with the 
2 stalwarts from their DSCC – we hope to have 
helped Riekie & Faan recruit more coaches for them 
to train early in 2018 – no new ‘names’ needed!] 

Ons vertrek na Potchefstroom op n heerlike pad, en 
beleef 'n opregte Vrystaatse Stofstorm.  Annatjie van 
Rooyen sluit by ons aan op Potchefstroom. [After the 
thunderstorm the evening before, we experienced a 
dust storm on the way to Potch.  Annatjie joined us 
as NWB is one of her liaison districts.  There was 
much laughter when Dix locked the safety-gate just 
as Annatjie said that the key was still in her car!!  
Luckily the hosts were early risers and could let us 
out of our prison!!] 

16/11: 24 Spelers daag op by die pragtige 
Potchefstroom se Country Club.  BSA Exco lid Ian 
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Stayt, Pres. Jan Koekemoer van NWB, en 
Proteaspeler Rudi Jacobs is almal daar.  Later sluit 
3 manne van SASCOC ook by ons aan.  15 Spelers 
bly vir C2C sessie. 

[It was a 
pleasure to 
have Annatjie 
joining us, 
where she 
could start 
networking 
with regard to 
coaching.  2 of SASCOC’s National Coach 
Education Advisors, Anton Ferreira (Cricket) and 
Steve (Soccer), joined us for the day to observe what 
Bowls coaches do.  A NWB’s SCC currently only 
exists of one member (not present), we found a 
driver (‘name’) for coach-development from amongst 
the new recruits – thank you Herman for being willing 
to work with Ronnie & Jan to get a coaching course 
going in NWB after many years without one.] 

17/11: Ons vertrek na Vanderbijlpark, waar 
Terrance Balfour is 'n steunpilaar en ontvang ons 
baie vriendelik. 
[We coached 
16 players in 
the morning, 
including a 
coach from 
JBA, Chris le 
Roux, and had 9 people for the C2C 
in the afternoon, 5 of whom are part 
of Sedibeng’s ExCo, including the 

President, Tommie Louw.  Here we ‘took’ our final 
‘name – Terrance Balfour is determined to uplift 
coaches in the same way that he has built the 
district’s green-keeping network – great to have you 
on board as part of the team, thank you!]  

18/11: Vertrek  na OR Tambo lughawe waar ons die 
motor terug besorg na 2161 KM. [Dix had budgeted 
for overweight luggage, as we had to take all the 
resources needed for the various events with us – 
but got off lightly, only having to pay in R300!] 

FLUIT  FLUIT  MY  STORIE IS UIT.  'n Heerlike toer 
deur NCB, SFS, NFS, NWB & Sedibeng.  [After 
coaching 159 players, ‘refreshing’ 27 coaches & 
possibly recruiting 68 new coaches, the 2 old-ducks 
were pretty tired & happy to hand back the rental!  
BUT, while we only ‘kicked-butt’ very gently, we are 
armed with many new ‘names’ and many new 
memories of friends-in-bowls 
in an area covering a large % 
of our country!  Thanks to all 
our hosts in the 5 Districts 
and also to Bowls SA ExCo, 
who approved our project 
proposal and provided the 
wherewithal to turn a dream 
into a reality.  Now the hard work really starts, with 
coach-development and facilitator-training over the 
next 2 years, in order to build capacity and assist in 
creating strong structures in all 5 Districts to support 
our players in this part of the world that is ‘OUR land’.  

  Dix & Susanna 

 

 


